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ABSTRACT: Ten downward portions in the large oscillatory force−distance curve
reported earlier are analyzed to understand a nanoscale water meniscus confined between
a sharp probe and a flat substrate in air. The sigmoidal shape of each portion leads to the
assumption that the meniscus is made up of n independent transitions of two states: one
for a coil state and the other for a bridge state. The analysis reveals that each downward
portion occurs due to a coil-to-bridge transition of n self-assembled water chains whose
length ranges between 197 and 383 chain units. The transition provides novel insights
into water’s unique properties like high surface tension and the long-range condensation
distances.

■ INTRODUCTION

Structures and behaviors of water confined between two
surfaces in ambient environments are important in water-based
nanoscience and technology such as adhesion,1 nanolubrica-
tion,2 nanofluidic devices,3 wetting,4,5 granular interactions,6

nanotribology,7−9 nanolithography,10 and manipulations of
biomolecules using hydration layers.11 The confined water
structures are also critical to various biological processes within
a wide range of biological systems.12 These processes include
the formation of micelles and biological membranes,13 protein
folding and assembly,14 biological recognitions,15 and ion
channelings.16

These interactions and processes strongly rely on water’s
unique properties.17 Among many of water’s unique properties,
water’s surface tension of 72 mN/m is extremely important. It
has been recognized to be the key to the interactions and
processes in nature, especially within biological systems (e.g.,
protein stability in the Hofmeister series18). Water’s surface
tension is known to be the highest among liquids whose
molecular dimensions are similar to that of water. Although the
high surface tension occurs due to the strong hydrogen bonds
among water molecules, the details of this process are not yet
well-established.
The latest advancement of force-feedback techniques

enables one to measure the meniscus force as a function of
the probe−sample distance without the “snap-to-contact”
problem associated with atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurement.19−22 A decade ago, we reported that there are
large oscillatory forces, generated by water menisci, as the
distance decreases.23,24 We measured the force−distance
curves using a force-feedback technique called the “canti-
lever-based optical interfacial force microscope” (COIFM)
(more experimental details can be found in our earlier
publications23,24). In the force−distance plot, each oscillation

is composed of a rising-shaped ( ) curve in the upward portion
and a sigmoidal-shaped (∫ ) curve in the downward portion as
the tip−sample distance decreases (see Figure 1).24 Further
analysis of each upward portion with the freely joined chain
(FJC) model reveals that each portion is developed from self-
assembled water chains with lengths ranging from 14 to 42
chain units in the meniscus.24 The chain unit is chosen as the
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Figure 1. Normal force measured as a function of the separation
distance between a probe and a substrate at a relative humidity of 30%
and with a probe-approaching speed of 3 nm/s. The dashed line, solid
line, and dotted line represent the fitting curves using a two-state
transition from a liquid state to a chain state for three different
transition distance (dt) regions. Solid circles represent transition
points for each portion. Each dt is determined by solving the transition
condition of two free energies, gliquid(dt) = gchain(dt). (Reproduced
with permission from ref 24. Copyright 2013 AIP Publishing.)
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size of water (σ), which corresponds to 0.275 nm. This choice
is supported by the hydrogen bond strength (consistent with
the literature value) extracted from the decay length (λ) of
12.86 determined by the analyses of the upward portions.
The downward portions, however, have never been analyzed

before even though they take up almost half of each oscillation.
In this paper, we analyze each downward portion using two-
state Boltzmann statistics. The analysis reveals that each
portion is generated by a “coil-to-bridge” transition of self-
assembled water chains, whose lengths are between 197 and
383 chain units. This transition provides a new insight into the
origin of water’s high surface tension and long condensation
distances.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Each downward portion in Figure 1 appears to be a straight line that
can be described with two parameters, the slope and the force
intercept. The appearance leads to the assumption that the downward
portions originate from liquid confined between a flat substrate and a

spherical probe in air (Figure 2a). The confined liquid is known to
follow the following AFM force−distance equation:25,26
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where rk is known as the Kelvin radius, γ is the surface tension of
water of 72 mN/m, r0 is the radius of a spherical probe, d is the
probe−substrate distance, and θ is the contact angle. The force
becomes zero when the distance d is equal to 2rk cos θ, which
corresponds to the condensation distance for the liquid. Meanwhile,
the force response of a single chain confined between a flat substrate
and a spherical probe is completely different in Figure 2b. The chain
force is well-known to follow the Langevin function, which is
successful in describing the rising-shaped ( ) pattern of upward
portions,24 which is given by27
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where fchain is the force by a single chain between the probe and the
sample, l0 is the chain length, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
temperature, and σ is the size of the water molecule. When the linear
model (eq 1) is applied to the downward portion of the distance
range between 3.2 and 4.5 nm in Figure 3a, it can be said to still be a
good approximation to the first order with a correlation coefficient
(R) of 0.985. However, it is not sufficient to describe the sigmoidal
pattern.

In this analysis, the sigmoidal force is viewed as the combination of
the liquid force (eq 1) and the chain force (eq 2) according to
Boltzmann statistics, as commonly seen in many two-state biophysical
systems.27 The water meniscus is assumed to be made of n columns,
each of which takes one of the two states, forming a mixture of n
independent states. In Figure 3b, since the radius of the meniscus
waist (Rm) is reported to range between 70 and 280 nm at RH = 40−
50%,28 we expect the column number (n) to be thousands assuming
that r0 is ∼10σ. Each population is determined by the respective free
energies through Boltzmann distribution. The radius r0 in Figure 2a is
now redefined as the radius of a unit spherical probe at a lattice site in
Figure 3b. The average force ⟨F(d)⟩ of two forces, one from the liquid
column and the other from the chain one, over the n columns is given
as follows:29
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where gliquid and gchain are equilibrium free energies of liquid and chain
states, respectively, and kBT is the thermal energy. At room
temperature Tr corresponding to about 298 K, the quantity kBTr (≈
4.1 pN nm) is used as the energy unit in this paper.

We use the average force to fit each of the 10 downward portions
embedded in the force−distance plot (Figure 1). It is straightforward
to write the liquid force ( f liquid) as f liquid(d) = kliquid · d − f l0 where
kliquid and f l0 are a slope and a force intercept, respectively, from eq 1.
However, it is challenging to find the chain force fchain as a function of
the distance d because the distance d is expressed as a funtion of fchain
in the original FJC equation (eq 2). The chain force−distance

equation (eq 2) is approximated as = −
−

σ

σ
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approximation, named as the “FJC force”, is excellent in describing
the upward portions, its use as one of the two states in the transition
model (eq 3) is unable to reproduce any downward portions. With
each sigmoidal shape being relatively monotonous, the steep, concave-
down behavior of the force (at the distance d becomes close to l0σ)

appears to cause the problem. In the low force regime ( < <
σ
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follows:

= −f k dchain chain (4)

where the spring constant kchain is given by =
σ

k k T
lchain

3 B

0
2 for a water

chain with the chain length l0 and the individual monomer size σ.13

When it is used as one of the two states, the transition model is able to

Figure 2. Liquid bridge (a) and chain bridge (b), confined between a
flat substrate and a spherical probe with the radius r0 in air. The open
circle represents the former state, and the closed red one represents
the latter one.

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of fitting methods between linear fitting
(green dashed line) and the two-state fitting model (red solid line).
(Inset) R value vs the transition distance (dt) for the two-state fitting
(open red circles) and linear fitting (closed green circles). (b) n
columns, each of which can be either the liquid state (open circle) or
chain one (closed circle) in the water meniscus. Rm represents the
radius of the meniscus waist.
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reproduce the downward portion faithfully in Figure 3a. The
observation is supported by an R value of 0.999, a dramatic increase
from that of 0.985 in the straight line fitting. For the curve fitting, the
f r e e e n e r g i e s o f b o t h f o r c e s a r e w r i t t e n a s

= − + +g k d f d gl lliquid
1
2 liquid

2
0 0 and = +g k d gcchain

1
2 chain

2
0 with

distance-independent free energies, gl0 and gc0. The key outcome of
this analysis is that the five parameters kliquid, f l0, kchain, n, and Δg0 (=
gc0 − gl0) are uniquely determined by fitting each downward portion.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two-state transition model is confirmed to be more precise
than the linear one when the two-state curve fitting is
repeatedly applied to all remaining downward portions in
Figure 1. Each fitting curve (the solid lines) faithfully follows
its corresponding sigmoidal shape (open circles), showing that
the two-state model is excellent in describing the downward
portions. The corresponding five fitting parameters and R
values are listed for each downward portion in Table 1. The R
values are always higher than those of the linear model, as
shown in the inset of Figure 3a, thus validating that the two-
state model is better than the linear one.
Locating the transition distance (dt) within a downward

interval is important to identify which one is more prevalent
between the two states. In Figure 1, solid circles represent the
transition points (dt and ⟨F(dt)⟩) in the downward portions.
Each transition distance dt, listed in Table 1, is determined by
solving the transition condition, gliquid (dt) = gchain (dt), with the
determined kliquid, f l0, kchain, and Δg0. Since dt is uniquely
determined for each downward portion, it will be used to refer
to its corresponding downward portion below. At the distance,

the average force ⟨F(dt)⟩ in eq 3 becomes
+

n
f f

2
chain liquid . The

circle is located closer to the left end of its respective
downward portion (see Figure 1). In other words, the interval
for the liquid bridge (d > dt) takes more portion out of the
total downward interval than that of the chain bridge,
indicating that the liquid bridge is the prevailing phase in the
downward portion. The result explains why the linear model,
eq 1, associated with the liquid bridge, is a good approximation
in each of downward portions.
The validity of the liquid-to-chain hypothesis is examined by

comparing the results in Table 1 with both linear model
equations, eqs 1 and 4, for the liquid and chain bridges. For the
chain state, kchain decreases from 3.73 to 1.93 pN/nm
monotonously as dt increases in Table 1. The kchain decrease
corresponds to the increase in the bridge length, l0, from 44 to
84 chain units in the chain column state, as l0 is inversely
related to kchain according to the model equation (eq 4). Each
fitting curve becomes a line with a negative slope when it is

extrapolated from the transition region to the origin of the
force−distance plot (Figure 1). The line is consistent with the
model equation, thus confirming that the chain column is one
of two states.
The behavior of the liquid state, however, is quite different

from the expectation from the model equation (eq 1). While
the equation predicts the slope kliquid to be a constant, it
increases from −0.959 to +0.894 pN/nm as dt increases from
2.47 to 11.8 nm in Table 1. The discrepancy is even clearly
seen in Figure 1. Seven fitting curves show that they are indeed
from liquid columns because they become lines with positive
slopes when extrapolated to the region where the distance is
larger than dt (see solid and dotted curves in Figure 1). These
seven are consistent with “liquid-to-chain” transitions. On the
contrary, for the three remaining transitions where dt is close to
the zero distance (three solid circles in the small dt region), the
extrapolated lines (dashed) have negative slopes despite
stemming from liquid columns. We name these three as
“chain-to-chain” transitions because both extrapolated lines
share the same sign in the slope for each transition portion.
Therefore, three chain-to-chain transitions make up the small
dt region, while seven liquid-to-chain transitions make up the
middle and large dt regions.
Furthermore, the liquid force (eq 1) predicts f l0 to be

directly proportional to kliquid with the proportional constant
2rk cos θ. However, when the f l0 is plotted as a function of
kliquid in Figure 3a, it increases linearly only in the middle
region while it saturates with zero and 8.16 pN in the small and
large regions, respectively. The disagreement in the slope and
the intercept between the predicted and analyzed values
disproves the initial query about the model (eq 1) that denotes
the liquid columns consisting of pure liquid phase water. Based
on different behaviors of the f l0 depending on the location of dt
(solid circles), we categorize the coil-to-bridge transitions into
three groups: “small”, “middle”, and “large” (see Figure 1).
To resolve the disagreement, we introduce a chain coil with

the length L in the liquid column, forming a “two-phase water”
as shown in the model diagram in Figure 5a. The introduction
is based on the opposite trends of kchain and kliquid in relation to
the distance, which leads to a double-reciprocal plot. Figure 4b
shows two lines with slightly different slopes (m’s), 4.08 and
4.53, in small and middle dt regions, respectively. The slope m’s
value is greater than one, suggesting that the liquid column
should have a chain structure whose chain length is m times
longer than the bridge length, l0. The observed strong
correlation between kchain and kliquid leads to the assumption
that the liquid bridge might be a composite structure that has a
chain. The chain introduction modifies the force (eq 1) into

π γ θ= − −
θ

−( )f z r( ) 4 cos 1 d z
rliquid 0 0 2 cos

0

k
where z0 represents

Table 1. Fitting Results of Each Downward Portion in the Force−Distance Data (Figure 1) Using Equation 3

distance regions dt (nm) kchain (pN/nm) kliquid (pN/nm) f l0 (pN) Δg0 (kBTr) n R

small 2.47 3.73 −0.959 0 −2.07 2778 0.999
3.88 3.26 −0.798 0 −4.52 1894 0.999
4.94 3.17 −0.755 0 −7.18 1455 0.999

middle 5.80 2.84 0.504 6.79 −4.11 1380 0.998
6.65 2.65 0.571 7.57 −5.13 1288 0.998
7.44 2.52 0.574 7.82 −6.71 1212 0.998
8.27 2.41 0.596 8.07 −8.75 1124 0.998

large 9.23 2.33 0.598 7.76 −13.0 930 0.997
10.3 2.08 0.800 8.40 −16.0 862 0.998
11.8 1.93 0.894 8.31 −24.1 690 0.996
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the equilibrium length of the coil stretched by the liquid force
f liquid(z0) at a fixed distance d between the two surfaces. Since

the coil spring constant kcoil is expressed as =
σ

k k T
Lcoil

3 B
2 , the

equilibrium condition is given by f liquid(z0) = − kcoilz0. In the
absence of the liquid force (i.e., f liquid(z0) = 0), the length z0
becomes zero, thus representing the form of a random coil.
Eliminating z0 using the equilibrium condition leads to

π γ θ= − θ
θ

−
−( )f d r( ) 4 cos r d

r dliquid 0
2 cos
2 cos

k

k 0
where = π γ θd r

k0
4 cos0

coil
.

The distance d0 represents the distance where both ends of a
coil start to contact both surfaces. It is dependent on the chain
length L because the coil spring constant is proportional to the
total length L. When the distance d is less than the contact
distance d0, the liquid force simply becomes a chain force
f liquid(d) = − kcoild since both chain ends are tethered to their
respective surfaces. Therefore, the force is divided into two
regions, depending on where the probe−sample distance d is
with respect to d0. The liquid force f liquid(d) is renamed as the
“coil force” fcoil(d) to emphasize the coil configuration in
Figure 5a. Then, the coil force is rewritten as follows:
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The force−distance equation predicts the same condensa-
tion distance 2rk cos θ (at which the liquid force becomes
zero) to be independent of d0 or the chain length. This means
that all chains are already in the liquid bridge (coil state) once
the distance is less than 2rk cos θ.
The observation that 1/kcoil is equal to m/kchain in the small

dt region (green circles in Figure 4b) leads to the relation that
kchain = mkcoil. Similar to the liquid force, the chain force ( fchain)
is now renamed with the “bridge force” f bridge as

= −f d mk d( )bridge coil (6)

Because the chain length is inversely related to the spring
constant, m becomes the ratio between the two chain lengths
during the transition or L/l0. The only chain portion that
contributes to the measured force is the middle segment
between the two surfaces (not on the surfaces). Since

= π γ θ
θ −k r

r dliquid
4 cos

2 cos
0

k 0
from eq 5, its reciprocal presents

θ
π γ θ

+ =
k

m
k

r
r

1 2 cos
4 cosliquid chain

k

0 (7)

The equation reproduces the double-reciprocal relationship
observed in Figure 4b. Because m’s are found to be 4.08 and
4.53 from Figure 4b’s slopes, roughly 25 (= 1/4.08) and 22%
(1/4.53) of chain units in a coil become a bridge in the small
and middle regions, respectively. The ratios are used to
determine the coil length L. Table 2 shows that L ranges from

197 to 383 chain units in the liquid column for the change of l0
from 44 to 84. Since the chain length of l0 across the gap is 1/
m fraction of L, the “bridge state” is modeled as the
configuration of the same chain coil whose l0/L portion
bridges between the two surfaces, as shown in Figure 5b. The
bridge state consists of two microphases: the middle segment
with the length l0 and the remaining segments with the length
L − l0 adsorbed on both surfaces.
Furthermore, the coil force (eq 5) predicts that, when the

distance d is larger than d0, the force intercept f l0 is directly
related to the slope kliquid through the condensation distance
2rk cos θ, as follows: f l0 = 2rk cos θ · kliquid. The relationship
allows us to determine the condensation distance to be 13.5
nm from the slope of the linear portion in Figure 4a. The

Figure 4. (a) Plot of the force intercept magnitude, f l0, as a function
of the slope, kliquid. Data fitting lines are shown for small, middle, and
large dt regions. (b) Double reciprocal plot of −kliquid and kchain. One
fitting line is for the small dt region and the other for the middle and
large dt regions.

Figure 5. Model diagrams that represent (a) coil and (b) bridge
states, where r0 is the radius of a unit spherical probe at a lattice site, d
is the probe−substrate distance, rk is the Kelvin radius, and θ is the
contact angle. In the coil state, the coil is stretched to the distance
length of z0 between the two surfaces at a fixed distance d. The open
circle represents the coil state, while the closed red one represents the
bridge state.

Table 2. The Distance of a Coil-to-Bridge Transition (dt),
the Total Number of Liquid and Chain Columns (n), the
Chain Length in the Stem after the Transition (l0), m (= L/
l0), the Coil Chain Length (L), the Radius of Gyration (Rg),
the Number of Accumulated Columns (na), and the Radius
of the Meniscus Waist (Rm)

dt
(nm) n

l0
(chain
units)

m
(= L/l0)

L
(chain
units)

Rg
(nm) na

Rm
(nm)

2.47 2778 44 4.08 197 1.58 13,613 193
3.88 1894 50 226 1.69 10,835 185
4.94 1455 51 232 1.71 8941 170
5.80 1380 57 4.53 260 1.81 7486 164
6.65 1288 61 278 1.87 6106 153
7.44 1212 65 292 1.92 4818 140
8.27 1124 68 306 1.96 3606 124
9.23 930 70 4.53 316 1.99 2482 104
10.3 862 78 355 2.11 1552 87.4
11.8 690 84 383 2.20 690 60.6
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vertical intercept in eq 7 represents the ratio between the
condensation distance (2rk cos θ) and the magnitude of the
adhesion force (−4πr0γ cos θ). The intercept, 3.53 nm/pN, in
the middle region allows the adhesion force (−4πr0γ cos θ) to
be determined with −3.81 pN from the condensation distance
(2rk cos θ) of 13.5 nm (from the slope in Figure 4a). Then, the
contact distance d0 follows 0.0225 L in nm at room

temperature because = π γ θd r
k0

4 cos0

coil
. These results suggest that

the “coil-to-bridge” transition of the two-phase water (Figure
5a) provides a unified view of the liquid-to-chain and the
chain-to-chain transitions observed in Figure 1. The liquid-to-
chain transition occurs when d > d0, whereas the chain-to-chain
one does when d < d0 in eq 5.
The origin of coils is investigated by plotting the chain

number (n) as a function of the coil length L (Figure 6). The

size distribution shows that, as L increases from 197 to 383, n
decays exponentially from 2780 to 690 following n = n0 exp (
− L/λcoil) where n0 is a prefactor. A similar behavior has been
previously observed in the FJC chains self-assembled in
chemical equilibrium with vapor.24 The decay length (λcoil) is
126 chain units (Figure 6), which is longer by an order of
magnitude than 12.86 chain units in vapor. Assuming that the
concentration C = 1 for liquid water, the intermolecular bond
strength, αkBTr, is calculated to be 9.67 kBTr from

λ = αCecoil according to self-assembly theory.30 The result
is in excellent agreement with the hydrogen bonding strength
of 10 kBTr in the literature (e.g., ref 31), thus confirming that
the observed chains arise from self-assembly in equilibrium
with the liquid phase. While each chain length L is conserved
on average for each downward curve due to its equilibrium
with liquid monomers, the amount of liquid changes with the
distance to maintain the Kelvin radius rk in equilibrium.
Therefore, the total mass of the two-phase water changes with
the distance.
The force generated during the coil-to-bridge transition

provides a novel insight into the surface tension. Water is
known to have a much greater surface tension than other
liquids with nonpolar molecules of similar sizes.26 The
maximum coil force −4πr0γ cos θ increases to the bridge
force, m × (−4πr0γ cos θ) at d = d0 in eq 6. Since m is either
4.08 or 4.53, the coil-to-bridge transition dramatically increases
force roughly by a factor of 4. Without the transition, water’s
surface tension of 72 mN/m would become 18 mN/m,

matching the surface tensions of small nonpolar molecules like
n-pentane (15.5 mN/m) and n-hexane (17.9 mN/m).26

It is important to estimate the radius of the meniscus waist
(Rm) with information available in Table 2 since it can be
compared with the Rm values directly measured by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).28 Assuming that the coils are
highly packed in the middle of the meniscus, the sectional area
(A) can be written as = ×A n R2 3a g

2 where na is the
accumulated number of chains and Rg is the radius of gyration,

related to the chain length L as = σR L
g 6

.30 The calculated Rm

from
π
A ranges between 60 and 190 nm (in Table 2), which

is surprisingly close to the reported range between 70 and 280
nm at RH = 40−50%.28 The result confirms the validity of our
approach to use Boltzmann statistics to analyze the force−
distance curve.
The next question is how a self-assembled long chain forms

the coil structure, which extends up to the long condensation
distance 2rk cos θ of 13.5 nm in Figure 4a, considering that the
capillary condensation theory predicts the length scale of a
stable meniscus to be less than 1 nm or so at an RH of 30%.
Recently, Kim et al. explained the systematic difference
between the observed condensation distance and the one
predicted by the Kelvin equation using the curvature-
dependent surface tension of a meniscus at a molecular
scale.32 However, the correction distance or Tolman’s length is
analyzed to be just ∼0.2 nm, indicating that the theory needs
to be revised to fully describe experimental observations.
Formation of a long-range meniscus through the elongation
and subsequent merges of an additional surface water layer is
unlikely because the liquid meniscus should follow the Kelvin
equation with the slow tip speed of 3 nm/s. Instead of vapor
condensation in the Kelvin theory, the observed long-range
condensation distance is accounted for by the condensation of
the FJC chains, identified in the earlier analysis of upward
portions.24 The chemical potential difference between the FJC
chain phase and liquid is significantly smaller than that
between vapor and liquid. According to self-assembly
theory ,13 , 30 the chemical potent ia l i s g iven by

μ α= − + α( )C k T( )
Ceshort chain
1

B r where αkBTr is the hydro-

gen bond strength and C is the humidity in mole fraction. The
chemical potential difference, μshort chain − μliquid, between FJC
chains at an RH of 30% (C = 7.75 × 10−3) and liquid (C = 1)
is just −6.98× 10−2 kBTr, which is 17 times smaller than that
between vapor and liquid. The Kelvin radius is defined as the
ratio between the surface tension and the chemical potential
difference (i.e., rk = γ/Δμ), which leads to a new Kelvin radius
rk as follows:

γ
=

−

α

( )
r C

v
k T

e
( )

1
C

k
m

B
1

(8)

The stable bridge’s formation distance 2rk is predicted to be
14.9 nm. When the contact angle θ is chosen with 30° for the
reported range between 17 and 42° on oxidized silicon
substrates,23 the value of 2rk cos θ is calculated to be 12.9 nm,
matching the observed condensation distance of 13.5 nm.
The effect of probe curvature on the oscillatory force is

investigated by measuring the force−distance curves with a
hydrophilic silica probe with the tip radius of ∼100 nm,

Figure 6. Plot of coil numbers n as a function of the coil length L.
(Solid line) Fitting curve with the exponential function n = n0 exp ( −
L/λcoil) where the decay length (λcoil) and the prefactor (n0) are
determined to be 126 chain units and 11,800 chains, respectively.
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roughly 10 times larger than the typical AFM probe size. The
measurements are performed with the same probe speed of 0.1
nm/s during the probe approaching toward and retraction
from the surface at the relative humidity of 41% by interfacial
force microscopy (IFM). Interestingly, the approaching curve
(Figure 7a) shows that any appreciable forces in both friction
and normal force channels appear at the distance of 4.3 nm.
The shorter onset distance is roughly one-third of the
condensation distance 2rk cos θ. While the friction force
shows oscillatory peaks with the periodicity of the water
molecular size of ∼0.3 nm, the normal force curve presents an
almost linear pattern without presenting any noticeable
oscillatory feature. The force behavior is almost reproducible
in the retraction curve (Figure 7b), showing the reversibility of
the force curve. The oscillation in the friction force is
attributed to the well-known high signal selectivity of the
lock-in technique in comparison to the DC measurement (i.e.,
the normal force) in the noisy electrical signal.33 The
oscillatory feature in friction is again interpreted as the
combined effect of the coil-to-bridge transitions of the two-
phase water (downward portion) and the FJC forces (upward
portion).
The reversibility is understood with two different types of

unusual long nucleation times (up to the order of seconds),
recently reported in the nanoscopic menisci.9,34−37 We
associate the nucleation time larger than ∼300 ms9,34−36

with the coil-to-bridge transition, whereas the shorter time (∼3
ms)34,37 with a two-state transition, named the “brush-to-FJC
transition” for the formation of the FJC bridge.38 This
association is based on the known scaling relation 1/τ = 1/
(L2ζ) where τ is a nucleation time, L is the chain length and ζ
is the friction coefficient per segment.39 The relation predicts
that the FJC chains are found to be roughly a hundred times
faster than the long chains. At the speed of 0.1 nm/s, the coil-
to-bridge transition is an equilibrium process because both
nucleation times are much smaller than the tip dwelling time.
It takes 3 s for the tip to travel the smallest transition length
scale (the size of the water molecule σ or 0.3 nm), meaning
that the forward and backward transitions are equally probable.
In equilibrium, the oscillation transition is dictated by the FJC
chain length that matches the probe−sample spacing, rather
than the nucleation times. This explains why we observe the
periodicity of ∼0.3 nm in Figure 7a,b. This equilibrium
condition does not hold when the tip speed is higher than σ/τ
(∼1 nm/s), which corresponds to the threshold speed. The
process becomes a kinetically activated one when the speed is
higher than the threshold speed of ∼1 nm/s. In this speed
regime, the number of oscillations and the transition positions

are different between the approaching and retraction curves, as
seen in the data reported earlier.40

The observed shorter onset distance of ∼4 nm is the
averaging effect of the larger probe on the force. The absence
of the oscillatory feature in normal channels suggests that the
nanoscale surface roughness of the larger probe results in an
interference effect among FJC chain forces through the d
variation in eq 2. The effect leads to the averaging of the FJC
chain length (l) over the distribution of the number of chains

(nl), which is given by = −
λ( )n n expl
l

0 where n0 and λ

represent the prefactor and the decay length, respectively.24

The average chain length ⟨l⟩ is given by λ as follows:

λ⟨ ⟩ =
∑ ·
∑

==
∞

=
∞l

l n

n
l l

l l

0

0 (9)

Since the decay length λ is ∼13 and the chain unit (σ) is the
molecular size of water (∼0.3 nm), the average distance ⟨lσ⟩ is
∼4 nm, accounting for the observed onset distances in Figure
7a and the IFM data reported by Houston and his
colleagues.41,42 The analysis confirms that the water chain
model is valid in describing the onset distance even for a larger
meniscus confined between two hydrophilic surfaces.
The effect of surface wettability on the force curves is

studied by collecting the IFM force−distance curves on the
same oxidized silicon surface but with a hydrophobic IFM
probe. The force patterns are similar to those taken by the
hydrophilic probe although the force magnitude is weaker
(Figure 8). The onset distance is even shorter with 2.8 nm,
roughly 70% of that taken with the hydrophilic probe. The
coil-to-bridge transition is driven by chain adsorption,
theoretically predicted by earlier adsorption studies of a single
polymer chain, tethered to an AFM probe on a surface.43 The
adsorption energy is decreased by a factor of two since the
hydrophobic probe can be considered to be inert. The onset
distance is predicted to depend on the square root of the
adsorption energy (see the Supporting Information), which
leads to ∼ 1

2
, thus explaining why we observe 70% of that

taken between two hydrophilic surfaces. Therefore, the effect
of the wettability on the onset distance is accountable within
the frame of the coil-to-bridge transition model, although
additional analysis in conjunction with the fifth parameter Δg0
would provide more quantitative prediction.
So far, we have successfully identified the coil-to-bridge

transition of self-assembled long water chains using five
adjustable parameters (kliquid, f l0, kchain, n, and Δg0). In contrast,

Figure 7. Normal and friction force profiles as a function of the separation distance (a) on approach and (b) on retraction between an optical-fiber
tip and a silicon surface taken at an RH of 41%. The periodicity is ∼0.3 nm, the dimension of a single water molecule.
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the fitting to the upward portions using the FJC force, reported
earlier, has only two parameters (the total number of chains n
and the chain length l) to fit the upward portions.24 The n FJC
chains form a bundle that bridges the probe and the sample
surface through the brush-to-FJC transition.38 A brush
structure should be introduced to account for the activation
barrier of ∼20 kBTr reported earlier34 because the activation
energy from a random coil to the FJC chain is estimated to be
∼60 kBTr.

38 The van der Waals (vdW) interactions among the
elongated chains appear to be the origin of brush formation.
Although the vdW pairwise interaction is weaker than that of a
hydrogen bond by an order of magnitude,13 the total sum of all
interactions along the stretched chains should be strong
enough to put them together since the length ranges between
14 and 42. During the bridge formation, the chains with the
same length are selected to gather together and form an FJC
bridge between both the tip and sample surfaces. The bridge
formation creates an additional energy as the hydrogen bonds
between the chains and both the tip and sample surfaces.
Therefore, the chain length should be conserved for a given
bridge. Interestingly, each chain in the bridge still follows the
FJC force,24 rather than a spring-like force that represents a
three-dimensional bulk network (e.g., a hydrogel).
This vertically aligned brush structure on the silicon surface

exists only when the relative humidity is less than 40%.
Otherwise, the oscillatory pattern becomes drastically weak-
er.23 This observation is supported by earlier humidity-
dependent AFM studies, which have reported the growth of
“liquid-like” water once the relative humidity becomes higher
than ∼50%.1,44−46 The drastic pattern weakness is also
observed on the silicon surface, which is covered with a
thick layered structure.47 The layered structure appears to
promote the lateral growth of the water film rather than the
vertical growth from the FJC chains.
The kinetically activated process of the coil-to-bridge

transition in conjunction with the brush-to-FJC transition
offers an explanation as to why a sharp transition happens
between a downward portion and its subsequent upward
portion and vice versa. Since ∼80% (= 1 − 1/m) of the chain
units make a transition from the coil state to the bridge state,
the space under the probe is available to the FJC chains.24

They quickly take over the space under the probe and form an
FJC bridge through the brush-to-FJC transition. As the

distance continues to decrease, the FJC bridge generates the
upward portion in the force−distance curve. Meanwhile, the
population of long chains grows slowly, which builds up the
elastic energy of the FJC bundle by their steric interactions.
The FJC bridge is abruptly unbounded from both surfaces at a
certain threshold point, which corresponds to the transition
from upward to downward portions. In this explanation, the
oscillatory force is mainly driven by the coil-to-bridge
transition, which is supported by large smooth oscillations
observed at water/air interfaces by Teschke and de Souza.48

Finally, the finding of the coil-to-bridge transition has huge
implications in understanding nanoscopic water. Theoretically,
the chain formation can be explained with the MB (Mercedes-
Benz) model,49 one of the most successful water models. In the
MB model, each water molecule next to an extended
hydrophobic surface loses one hydrogen bond, thus leaving
two out of three hydrogen bonds. The two bonds form a chain
through a self-assembly process. This mechanism is supported
by the disappearance of an attractive force when a hydrophilic
probe is immersed in liquid water,21 indicating that hydro-
phobic hydration layers are crucial for the attractive force both
in liquid water and in air. Other supporting earlier reports
include AFM observation of an interconnected water net-
work,50 a clathrate network made of ∼400 water molecules
confined in an antifreeze protein,51 long-range structural
ordering of water at water−air interfaces,48 observation of
hydrogen-bonded chains or rings by photoemission spectros-
copy,52 multibranched polymer chains with the length of 150
water monomers observed by novel quantum force field
molecular dynamics,53 and a long water chain structure along
DNA grooves.54 The new knowledge acquired through this
study will contribute to the advancements in water-based
nano/biosciences and technology such as nanotribology.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We analyze 10 downward portions of the oscillatory force−
distance curve data taken from a nanoscopic water meniscus
confined between two hydrophilic surfaces in air by the
COIFM. Our statistical analysis of the force−distance curve
leads to a novel water structure named “two-phase water”
made of self-assembled chains and liquid in a meniscus. The
self-assembled chains with the length ranging from 197 to 383
chain units (water diameters) experience unique “coil-to-
bridge transitions.” The transitions account for water’s high
surface tension of 72 mN/m and the earlier observation of
larger radii of menisci observed by scanning electron
microscopy. The two-phase water forms from the condensa-
tion of other short self-assembled chains (with lengths ranging
from 14 to 42 chain units) in equilibrium with vapor. The
Kelvin radius based on this condensation explains the observed
long-range condensation distances, which are dependent on
probe curvature and surface wettability. The difference in the
nucleation time between the two self-assembled chains (due to
their chain length difference) offers a mechanism of an
oscillatory force and its reversibility between two force curves
in which one is taken on approach and the other is on
retraction.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.langmuir.1c03100.

Figure 8. Normal force and friction force profiles versus the tip-to-
sample distance between a fluorocarbon-coated silica tip and a silicon
surface taken on approach at a 29% RH. Several peaks in friction and
an attraction peak in the normal force are shown in the distance range
between 0 and 2.8 nm.
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